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2The microlensing experiments have been providing us with incredible amount
of photometric data. The observations collected in the course of the OGLE-II
project (Udalski, Kubiak and Szymanski 1997), the only microlensing experi-
ment that uses standard BVI passbands, are especially well suited for detecting
and analysis of properties of star clusters from the Magellanic Clouds. In a
series of paper we present results of our investigations. Using the automated
and algorithmicmethod the catalogs of almost 1000 clusters from the Magellanic
Clouds (Pietrzynski et al. 1998, 1999) were constructed. Based on these catalogs
99 multiple cluster candidates were selected and described by Pietrzynski and
Udalski (1999c, 2000). Many observations (typically 400) for each star collected
during several years provide unique possibility to explore populations of variable
stars from the Magellanic Clouds clusters (Pietrzynski and Udalski 1999 ad).
Precise photometry down to V 21:5 mag (Udalski et al. 1998) allowed us to
derive ages for 93 clusters younger than 1 Gyr from the SMC (Pietrzynski and
Udalski 1999b). In this contribution we present the catalog of ages of about 600
clusters from the Large Magellanic Cloud and compare distributions of ages of
clusters from the SMC and LMC.
2 Ages of the LMC Clusters
2.1 Age Determination
Unambiguous distinction between eld and cluster stars in the dense regions
of the LMC is very diÆcult. We tried to eliminate eld star contamination of
cluster CMD by examining the CMDs of the elds located around a given cluster
as well as using the procedure of statistical subtraction of eld stars (Mateo and
Hodge 1986). The interstellar reddening was taken from Udalski et al. (1999).
After dereddening and correcting for eld star contamination, reliable ages were
derived for about 600 relatively reach star clusters using standard procedure of
isochrone tting. In some cases two dierent, equally good age determinations
are possible because of not perfect eld star subtraction.
The isochrones covering the wide range of chemical composition and stellar
masses (Bertelli et al. 1994) were used. Metallicity of Z =0:008 and distance
modulus of 18.24 mag (Udalski 2000) were adopted. The accuracy of our age
determination depends on age, richness and location of a given cluster. For
clusters older than about 1.2 Gyr the turn o point is located close to the limit
of OGLE-II photometry (V 21:5 mag) and therefore no reliable age determi-
nation was possible. For clusters possessing few stars and those located in very
dense elds a wide variety of isochrones may be tted. The accuracy of our
procedure of age determination was estimated as the half of the age dierence
of two marginally tting isochrones. It is worth noting that our results weakly
depend on the assumed distance scale. Change in the distance modulus by
about 0.15 mag produces dierence in ages by less than a few percents, which
is much less than derived errors.
The results of age determination for about 600 clusters are presented in
Table 1.
32.2 Age Distribution
Fig. 1 presents distribution of ages of about 700 clusters younger than about
1.2 Gyr from the Magellanic Clouds located in the OGLE-II elds (Pietrzynski
and Udalski 1999b, this paper). Contrary to the rather uniform distribution of
ages of clusters from the SMC, the bursts of cluster formation and quiescent
periods are clearly visible in the distribution of ages of clusters from the LMC:
three evident peaks located at about 7 Myr, 125 Myr and 0.8 Gyr ago are visible.
They are separated by periods when relatively few clusters were formed. All
three peaks show complex structure. However, it should be stressed that age
determination for objects older than about 1 Gyr and younger than 10 Myr is
not very accurate and the structure of the oldest and the youngest peaks may be
spurious. During the period of enhanced cluster formation, which lasted from
about 100 Myr to 200 Myr, two evident, very likely real peaks are seen. They
are located at about 100 Myr and 160 Myr. In spite of much lower statistics
similar peaks are seen in the distribution of ages of clusters from the SMC. This
fact suggests that the enhanced cluster formation rate during these periods
may be caused by tidal forces induced during the last encounter between the
Magellanic Clouds (Gardiner et al. 1994). It should be stressed that observed
age distribution depends not only on the rate of cluster formation but also on
the eÆciency of processes of their disintegration.
In order to make the comparison easier we normalized the age distributions
of clusters from the LMC and SMC and multiplied by 100, to express them
in percents (see Fig. 2). The central parts of the LMC possess more young
(<10 Myr) and older (>400 Myr) clusters than were detected in the main body
of the SMC. On the other hand the cluster sample from the SMC comprises
relatively more clusters with ages in the range from 15 Myr to 80 Myr than the
LMC one.
More detailed comparison of cluster formation rates in these galaxies requires
more numerous sample of ages of clusters from the SMC and more precise age
determination, based on deeper photometry for clusters older than about 1 Gyr.
3 Summary
We present results of age determination based on the standard procedure of
isochrone tting for about 600 star clusters from the central parts of the LMC.
Based on the dataset, which is order of magnitude larger than available so
far, we conrmed that cluster formation history of the LMC and the SMC are
dierent. The distribution of ages of clusters from the LMC reveals periods of
bursty cluster formation and quiescent periods. We detected three extended
periods of enhanced cluster formation at about 7 Myr, 125 Myr and 0.8 Gyr
ago. No such features are seen in the relatively uniform age distribution of the
SMC clusters. Both age distributions reveal peaks located at about 100 Myr and
160 Myr, which might be connected with the last encounter of the Magellanic
Clouds.







Fig. 1. Age distribution of clusters from the LMC { solid line, and the SMC { dotted line.














Fig. 2. Normalized age distribution of clusters from the LMC { solid line, and the SMC {
dotted line.
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